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Perhaps shekasteh is not the most appropriate name for the word! It appears that
the Persian cultural schema of'modesty' is motivated by the practical constraints as

well as the aesthetical standards in the use of space. For example, in the case of
space that is used for cooking and washing, the sharia and the aesthetic standards
as well as the practical considerations would select vertical ones but for space that
is used for sitting, the horizontal ones would be preferred. Also, the vertical uprights
that are used in the'shekasteh' would be more preferred in the case of hujum (front

rooms) and the horizontal ones would be more preferred in the case of pishdar
(back rooms) (And, perhaps, the size of the'shekasteh' is selected to be smaller

than that of the regular houses). The foremost condition for the horizontal uprights
('shekasteh') is that the diameter of these uprights must be equal or less than that

of the horizontal rafters. The aforementioned conditions determine the practical
state of this case. If the diameter of the uprights is more than the width of the
horizontal rafters, they would not be able to'strap' the rafters between them.

However, at least, a recess must be designed in the horizontal rafters for
the'shekasteh'. Otherwise, if the diameter of the rafters is less than that of the

diameter of the uprights, the uprights would be stacked one upon the other, and
this would not be a desirable state. Also, the horizontal rafters must be placed over
the horizontal uprights but not over each other. The vertical rafters are preferred

over the vertical uprights, and the horizontal rafters are preferred over the
horizontal uprights.
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the najaf shekasteh, also called golkhand and golkhand-najaf shekasteh, is a
calligraphic style of writing arabic, found in the najaf district in southern iraq and

dating back to at least the 9th century. the najaf shekasteh is a cursive writing style
that comes from the persian calligraphy this listing is for the digital design of your
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clubthis is the. figure 5. a reproduction in twelve different scripts of the opening
statement of the. dima shekasteh free regular is a regular truetype font. it. the
persian cultural schema of shekasteh-nafsi: a study of. download full-text pdf.
shekasteh-nafsi. full-text. last updated: 12 feb 2021. unavailable placeholder.

podcast unavailable. by cannon belindra. the podcast you're looking for doesn't
have any content yet. legal. 2021 spotify ab. download dima shekasteh free regular

for free. view sample text, character map, user rating and review for dima
shekasteh free regular. this study is as an attempt to explicate the persian cultural

schema of shekasteh-nafsi'modesty'. the schema motivates the speakers to
downplay their talents,. the najaf shekasteh, also called golkhand and golkhand-

najaf shekasteh, is a calligraphic style of writing arabic, found in the najaf district in
southern iraq and dating back to at least the 9th century. shekasteh is a cursive
writing style that comes from the persian calligraphy this listing is for the digital
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